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Preface

The intellectual collaboration underlying this book began in conversations at the University of California, Berkeley, during the late 1990s when we were part of a cohort of passionate students. These were followed by several journeys between Australia and the USA over a five-year period when we developed this topic. Anoma’s conceptual commitment to post-colonial border-thinking, with expertise in Singapore’s penal history and newer interest in Australian migrant stories, coalesced with Lynne’s commitment to bringing an understanding of Japanese American incarceration within the purview of “built environment” disciplines. Lynne’s firsthand knowledge of the Japanese American community, and their grievances and triumphs, provided the opening for an ambitious comparative study that might explore race and citizenship in settler societies by focusing on wartime incarceration. Our interests cross over in Asian, Southeast Asian, Australian and Asian American studies from divergent geographies, rooted in shared theoretical frameworks. We are influenced, among others, by scholars like Gloria Anzaldúa, Gayatri Chakroverty Spivak, Kimberlé Crenshaw and Lisa Lowe, who have laid bare the structural racism encoded within Western liberalism.

This book was inspired by the drawing “Ideal City,” based on the footprint of the Cowra prisoner-of-war (POW) camp, exhibited by artist/architect Alex Selenitsch, at Melbourne’s Place Gallery in 2011. The image has been reproduced on the book’s cover. Alex, who as a two-year-old passed through postwar immigrant camps hastily converted from an earlier generation of military buildings at Cowra and Bonegilla, first compared the camp’s distinctive geometry to Vincenzo Scamozzi’s Ideal City, observing that the city, a twelve-sided polygon with a twelve-pointed star through its peripheral ramparts, “is a fusion of military control, rational organization and faith and hope for the future – [and that] these are founding qualities of OZ [Australia] since the first fleet.” The first fleet refers to eleven ships, including six convict transports and two naval vessels that arrived from England in 1787 to establish the penal colony at Botany Bay, the first European settlement in Australia. Noted
Alex, they “were repeated for the Fleets of Displaced Persons who arrived here just after WW2 [World War II]”; 170,000 refugees were sent to Australia by the International Refugee Organization after World War II to be placed in repurposed military camps, Alex’s family among them. Utopian sentiments and dystopian social processes characterizing the spaces of both migrant streams were intensified at sites like Cowra; the town’s military training facility, located near the POW camp, was converted for migrant accommodation after the war. Innovative architectures adapted for convicts, prisoners of war, internees, immigrants and refugees accumulated as a carceral taxonomy; an archipelagic continuum across time. Beginning with these Australian sites, this book explores the dispersion of this carceral taxonomy along the arc of the Pacific Basin, as the underlying footprint for an architectural history of the wartime camps.

This book also draws from Alex’s creative use of discarded scrap material salvaged from vacated design studios at the end of each academic year. “Ideal City” is a composition of twelve separate sheets. Its various sources and dialogic evolution fittingly convey the residual and relational materialities of immigrant emplacement, a feature of the subaltern practices described in this book. The resourcefulness of immigrants in building affective resilience is mirrored in the strategies by which wartime internees and prisoners of war transformed their austere and forbidding surroundings. These underlying themes of genealogy and subalternity recur throughout this book.

Much of the evidence gathered in this book has been fragmentary because of the erasure of many key sites and loss of wartime records. We have narrated these stories as best we can from the available evidence, mindful of the instability of sources and materials and changes to these over time.

Anoma Pieris
Lynne Horiuchi
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